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Our main purpose is to introduce and apply a technique (indicator sets) 
for the study of spreads and finite translation planes. In particular, our work 
will yield a counterexample to a conjecture of Bruck and Bose [3] concerning 
the subregularity of spreads of Z = PG(3,q). M ore interesting, perhaps, is the 
fact that this same example also disproves a widely accepted assertion in the 
same paper concerning the equivalence of deriving a plane and reversing a 
regulus (see Theorem 5.1). 
For definitions we refer to Section 2. In [3, pp. 100, 1021 the authors 
conjectured that every spread of Z = PG(3,q) could be obtained by starting 
with a regular spread and reversing reguli. However this conjecture turned out 
to be false for 4 even. In [2, pp. 428,508] the author discusses a spread X which 
exists for q = 2t-1 > 8 and which corresponds to the Suzuki group of order 
(q2 + 1) q2(q - 1) (see also [12]): it is shown that X contains no regulus. 
In Section 3 we also exhibit a spread of PG(3, q) containing no regulus. It is 
only assumed that q is an odd prime power such that q is not a prime. Our 
construction is based on an indicator set I which is a set of q2 points obeying 
certain conditions in the plane over the field K = GF(q2). It turns out that 
this particular indicator set I leads also to an essentially geometrical construc- 
tion and rediscovery of some of the Knuth semifields Q of type II. Using Q 
we are able to disprove the assertion in [3] by producing a spread Uof PG(3,q) 
containing no regulus but such that r(Q), the plane corresponding to U, is 
derivable. On the other hand, it is easy to show that if a spread contains a 
regulus R, then R leads to a derivation set in the corresponding translation 
plane. Also it should be mentioned that if a translation plane of order pz, 
with p a prime, is derivable with derivation set D, then D yields a regulus 
in the corresponding spread. So the assertion in [3] is correct for the case 
q = p a prime. 
In Section 4 we show how indicator sets shed some light on certain net 
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extension theories of ‘I’. G. Ostrom. By comparing with Ostrom’s work we 
are led to a possible method of obtaining new translation planes from known 
ones (set Theorem 4.1). This method has a simple geometrical interpretation 
as follows. Given a spread S in any finite projective space ,Y of odd dimension 
\vc can obtain a new spread S’ of 2 b\- operating on 5’ with anv correlation 
of Z. In particular, starting from a Knuth type II semifield plane our method 
yields a Knuth type I\’ semifield plane, and we can then obtain information 
on the Knuth type I\,- semifields. 
The indicator set idea has several other pleasant applications which arc 
not discussed here. Some of them are in the second part of my thesis: details 
are being worked out in a paper in preparation. I would like to thank 1111 
thesis supervisor, I;. A. Sherk, who introduced me to indicator sets and 
helped considerably in subsequent developments. I am also very grateful to 
the referee whose suggestions were valuable in improving this paper. 
2. INDICATOR SETS 
For general definitions of partial spreads, nets, etc., WC refer to Bruck and 
Bose [3, 41 and Ostrom [14]. Let .Z PG(3, 4) the three-dimensional 
projective space over F = GF(q), the finite field of order y. Here y is a prime 
power, that is, q mm p* for-p a prime and t a positive integer. For our purposes a 
partia2 spread u’ of Z is a collection of pairwise disjoint (skew) lines of z’. If 
every point of z’ is on exactly one line of W’ then LT’ is termed a spread of z’. 
Wc say that a spread IV is a rgulav spread if the following holds: For ever! 
three lines a, h, c in Wwe have that Ll’contains all lines of R(a, h, C) the unique 
regulus of ,Z determined by a, h, C. Equivalently, if I is a line of 2 which is not 
a line of W then those lines of FV which pass through the points of I form a 
regulus of 2:. Not all spreads are regular, as follows. Let CV be a spread 
of Z and let W’ -: (II- ~~ R) u R’ be the spread derived from TV by replacing 
R by its opposite re,guZus R’. Then if one of W, TV is regular the other is not 
(Rx-uck and Bose [3, p. IOO]). W e say that W’ is obtained from II’ by reaevsz’n,c 
the regulus R, or by repZacing the regulus R, or simply, by replacing a regulus. 
Let S be a regular spread of .Z and let T’ be a spread of .Z which is constructed 
by starting with S and iterating the above procedure of reversing a regulus a 
finite number of times. Then as in Bruck [2, p. 4421 we refer to P7 as a sub- 
regular spread of With respect to S. In [3, p. 100, 1021 the authors conjccturc 
that ez’ery spread of 2’ is subregular. However, in [2, pp. 428, 5281 the author 
discusses a spread S which exists only for 9 even, q 221 l :: 8, and which 
corresponds to the Suzuki group of order ($ + 1) (q’) (q ~ I)--see Liine- 
burg [ 121. It is shown that ZY does not contain a regulus. Any subregular 
spread must contain at least one regulus. Thus the spread S is not subregular 
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and so the above conjecture is false for the case of PG(3, n) with p an even 
prime power. It is stated in Bruck [2] that no other counterexamples to the 
conjecture are known. In this note we shall exhibit a spread Y of PG(3, q) 
(q being in this case an odd prime power obeying certain conditions) such that 
again Y contains no regulus and so is not subregular. However, we first 
obtain some results on indicator sets, as follows. 
Let F C K with F = GF(q) and K = GF(q2). Then we may form the 
embedding ZC Z* where 
Z = PG(3, F) = PG(3, q) and Z* = PG(3, K) = PG(3, q2). 
We briefly elaborate on this procedure. Let W,=V,(K) a four-dimensional 
vector space over K. Then W, contains a subset of vectors which can be 
identified with the vectors of W, = W,(F) a f our-dimensional vector space 
over F. Now let e, , e2 , es , 4 e be a basis for W, over F. Then it can be seen 
that e, , e2 , e, , e, also form a basis for WI over K. The elements (points, 
lines, planes) of ,Z correspond to the nonzero subspaces of W, (see Dem- 
bowski [7, p. 281). A similar statement holds for Z* and W, . Throughout 
e, , e2 , ea , e4 will simultaneously denote a basis for Z over F and a basis for 
Z* over K. Let t be any element of K not in F, t E K - F. Then any element 
x of K can be written in the form x = tol + /3 for suitable CL, /3 in F. Relative 
to the basis above, a point P of Z* will have (homogeneous) coordinates of 
the form 
P = (txl + x2 , tr1 + y2 , tz, + 3 , tw, + wz). 
Here the subscripted letters denote elements of F. If P is also in Z then P 
has homogeneous coordinates of the form 
On the other hand, if A is any object (e.g., point, line, plane) which is in Z* 
but which is not in Z we say that A is in Z* - Z. The embedding of 2 in Z* 
is developed in a slightly different manner, without using coordinates in [2, 
p. 4381. In what follows we shall use the fact that ,Z is a subgeometry of Z*. 
For example, let I and m be lines of Z. Assume that 1 and m are skew in Z, 
that is, 1 and m have no point of 2 in common. It then follows that 1 and m 
are skew in Z*, that is, 1 and m have no point of .Z* in common, since such a 
point would also have to be in ,Z’. Let P be a point of Z not on 1 or m above. 
We may draw a unique line x of Z* through P meeting 1 and m. Let n1 
denote the plane (P, Z) formed by P and 1. Similarly, let na denote the plane 
(P, m). Now ri and n2 are planes of Z. Also x is the intersection of these 
planes. Thus x is a line of Z. This is used in (2.3). 
The following result is shown by means of a counting argument in [2, 
p. 4381. 
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LEMMA 2.1. Let P be a point of Z:* which is not in .Z‘, P E .Z’* - 2‘. Then 
there is one and only one line of 2 passing through P. 
Proof. There is at most one line of 2 through P since P E .Z:* - Z=. Let 
P have homogeneous coordinates given by 
with f t K - F and the subscripted letters in F. Let Q be the point given by 
Q=h>~l, zr , wr) and let R = (x$ , y2 , zz , zuJ. Using the fact that 
P E Z* - Z we find that Q and R are distinct points. Let p be the line joining 
them. Now both Q and R are points of 2:. Thus p is a line of Z since it contains 
two points of .E. However p contains P. 
As a dual to 2. I we have 
LEMMA 2.2. Let r be a plane of Z* which is not a plane of 2, v E Z* - Z. 
Then there is one and only one line of Z lying in r. 
Recall that e, , e2 , e3 , e4 form a basis for A’* over K. Let 1 be the line whick 
joins the points A =~ (I, 0, 0, 0) and B = (0, 1, 0, 0), using homogeneous 
coordinates as before. 
Now A and B are distinct points of 2 and so 1 is a line of Z. In symbols, 
1 = <(l, 0, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0, 0)). Let r(l) denote the plane of Z* spanned by the 
three vectors e, , e, , te, + e4 . It is clear that 1 is a line of r(Z) and that r(l) 
is a plane of Z* - ZI. In the sequel we refer to n(1) as the indicator plane. It 
can be seen that n(1) contains no points of Z apart from those points of Z 
which are on I. 
Now let C be a partial spread of Z which contains 1. The set of points in 
which the lines of C - 2 (the lines of U different from 1) meet n(1) is called 
the section of Li - 1 by r(l). We assume that / 0’ i = u > 1, where 1 U 1 deno- 
tes the cardinality of a set U. The next two results are due to F. A. Sherk. 
THEOREM 2.3. The section of I_! - 1 by 77 = 77(l) is a set of 24 ~ 1 points of 
x --- 1 no two of -which are collinear with a point of Z on 1. 
Proof. Let P and Q be two distinct points in the section of U - 1 by 
n(Z), and assume that P and Q arc collinear with a point R of Z on 1. Let m 
denote the line PQR. Let lp and lo denote the unique lines of U which pass 
through P, Q, respectively. It follows that 1~1 is the unique transversal from R 
to the pair of skew lines lp , lo of 2. Since U is a partial spread it follows that 
neither lp or lo meet 1. Thus R is not on either of ZP , lo , and, furthermore, 
m # I is a line of 2 lying in n(l). But this contradicts the fact that r(1) is a 
plane of ,Z‘* - 2, and the result is proved. 
As we have seen, the line I is a line of the projective plane r(l). If we 
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remove I and its points from P(Z) we obtain an affine plane. Frequently 
then we refer to points of ~(2) not on 1 as afine points of n(Z). In what follows, 
when no confusion is likely to arise, CT(Z) will simultaneously denote a pro- 
jective plane and an affine plane obtained by removing Z as described above. 
As a converse to 2.3 we have 
THEOREM 2.4. Let I be a set of u - 1 u$%nepoints of n(l) (u > 1) no two of 
which are collinear with a point of JY on 1. Then there is a partial spread U of .Z 
containing Z with 1 U j = u and such that U - Z sections n(Z) in I. 
Proof. Through each point P of I we may pass a line Zp of 2 by (2.1). Let 
U denote the collection of these lines ZP as P varies over I, together with the 
line 2. Now v = n(Z) is a plane of II: * - JY. Thus ZP does not lie in v for any 
choice of P in I. Therefore ZP is skew to 1. Assume that P, Q are in I with 
P # Q and suppose that ZP meets Zo in a point, say R. Then R is a point of 
2 - V. Thus the plane y = PQR formed by the points P, Q, R is a plane of 2 
since it contains two distinct lines Z P , Zo of Z: It follows that y meets Z in a 
unique point X of z since 1 is a line in Z: X is also in V(Z). The only points 
where y meets z- are on the line PQ. Thus the points P, Q of I are collinear 
with a point X of z on 1. But this disagrees with the definition of I. It follows 
that ZP is skew to I, and the theorem is proved. 
A set of points as described in 2.4 is termed a partial indicator set. If 
[ U 1 = q2 + 1 so that 1 I j = q2 we say that I is an indicator set. The idea of 
net transvemzls (see below) comes in here in a natural way, as follows. Let S 
denote the set of points of z which lie on 1. Then 1 S ] = q + 1. We may form 
a net N = N(z) as follows. 
Points of N. All q* points of the (affine) plane r(Z). 
Lines of N. All those lines of the affine plane r(Z) which have a slope 
corresponding to one of the points of S. 
Recall that the order n of a net N is defined to be the number of points on 
any line of N. The degree K of N is the number of parallel classes in N 
(Ostrom [14, p. 21). There also the author defines a transversal of N to be a 
set T of points of N, with 1 T 1 = n and such that no two points of T are 
connected by a line of N. We then obtain the following. 
THEOREM 2.5. The net N(z) described above has order q2 and degree q + 1. 
Any transversal of N(z) is an indicator set. Conversely any indicator set is a 
transversal of the net N( .E). 
We proceed to obtain an analytical characterization of partial indicator 
sets. Let P and Q be two points of a partial indicator set. Thus P and Q are 
two points of the indicator plane n(Z) which is spanned by the vectors e, , e2 , 
481/23/3-8 
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te, + e4: in symbols n(l) =-m {e, , e, , te, + e41. Thus by normalizing we may 
assume that P and Q have homogeneous coordinates given by 
with x P > yP > SO , ?/Q in K and t in K -- F as before (note that, by definition, 
p, Q $1). 
Now the points of 2’ on I have homogeneous coordinates of the form 
(a, /3, 0, 0) with 3, p in I;. The line PQ meets 1 in the point I< which has 
homogeneous coordinates given by 
K = (XP - XQ , yp - yQ , 0,O). 
Hence, if P and Q are points of a partial indicator set it follows that H is not a 
point of .Z. Thus xp + xo and yp f yQ Therefore the correspondence 
sp -yp is an injective function f from /I into K, where II C K : GF(q2). 
Furthermore, if b # a, with a, b in D, it follows that (f(b) ~ f(u)) (b ~ a)- 1 
is an element of R - F. We may put it another way as follows. Regarding K 
as a two-dimensional vector space over F we have that the vectors 
(f(b) ~ f(a)) and (b ~ a) arc linearly independent. Such a function f is 
termed a partial tranmersal function. If II = K we say that f is a transversal 
function on K (see comment below). Recall that if I is an indicator set then 
I --= q”. Since also ~ K q” we have shown the following. 
THEOREM 2.6. Any partial indicator sef, or indicator set, yields a partial 
fr.ansvevsal fanction, or tvanscersal function, respectively. 
As a converse to 2.6 we have 
THEOREM 2.7. Any partial transversal function or tl-ansversal function 
yields a partial indicator set, or indicator set, respectively. 
Proof. Let f denote the given partial transversal function. Let I denote 
the set of affine points of n(l) which h, avc homogeneous coordinates of the 
form (d,f(d), t, I) with d E D the domain off. Using the properties off it 
then follows that I is a partial indicator set with 1 I j ~~ 1 D . 
Conmen t , The terminology “transversal function” has been chosen 
because of 2.5. It should bc remarked too that there arc some nice connections 
between some of the work in this section and that of Ostrom [13]. (For 
example, our definition of “transversal function” essentially coincides with 
that of Ostrom-see p. 603 there. Thus combining 2.7 and 2.4 we obtain a 
result similar to Ostrom’s Corollary 2.) However, there are differences, even 
apart from the approaches and proofs. The connection hctween spreads and 
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transversal functions appears in a rather more round about way in Ostrom’s 
paper: Our approach seems more suited for discussing the more “geometrical” 
aspects of a spread (reguli, etc.) as in the next section. Another difference in 
the two works, which is discussed later on, is the fact that the correspondence 
between spreads and transversal functions is different. Given a transversal 
function f, the spread S that we obtain fromf (using (2.7) and (2.4)) is quite 
different from the spread S’ obtained fromfby Ostrom’s method (Corollary 2 
in [13]). By “quite different” we mean that the two translation planes which 
can be obtained from the spreads S, S’ above by using And& construction 
[14, p. 81 are in general nonisomorphic (see Sections 4, 5). 
3. SPREADS WHICH CONTAIN No REGULUS 
THEOREM 3.1. Let F C K, with F = GF(q), K = GF(q2) and q an odd 
prime power. Let t be any nonsquare in K. Then if 0 is any automorphism of K 
the function f given by f(x) = xOt f or x in K is a transversal function on K. 
Proof. The multiplicative group of K is cyclic. Let w be a generator. 
Then the nonzero elements of F consist of all elements of the form wi@+l), 
i = 1, 2,..., q - 1. Thus every element of F is a square of an element of K 
since q is odd. Write q = ps, p being an odd prime. Then any automorphism Q 
of K is of the form 
PV (3:x--+x ) 0 < r < 2s. 
Let x # y. Then (f(x) - f(y)) (x - y)-’ = (x - y)p’-l t. This is a non- 
square in K, and so cannot be in F. It follows that f is a transversal function 
from K onto K. 
Remark. In the above we have that (f(b) - f(a)) (b - a)-l, b # a, is a 
nonsquare in K iff has the form f (x) = xOt. In fact, a deep result of Carlitz [5] 
shows that if f be a permutation function from K onto K with f (0) = 0 and 
(f(b) - f(a)) (b - u)-’ a nonsquare for b # a, then f must be of the form 
f(x) = x”t. (Again u is an automorphism of K and t is a nonsquare in K.) 
THEOREM 3.2. Let I be the indicator set obtained from the transversal 
function f of 3.1 which is given by f (x) = xOt. Let L be thefixedJield of 0. Then 
every afine line of the indicator plane ~(1) contains either 0, 1 or j points of I 
where j = 1 L / . Also if CI is neither the identity nor the automorphism x + xq 
then / L 1 < q. 
Proof. Let (T be an automorphism of K with fixed field L. We wish to 
show that any affine line of a(1) containing at least two distinct points of I 
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then contains exactly 1 L j points of 1. As in (2.7) I consists of all points with 
homogeneous coordinates (x, XO~, t, I). Let the line m of v(l) contain the 
distinct points U, V of I given by 
c’ = (x, Pf, t, 1), rr -~z (y,y”t, t, l), s /= y. 
Then all points W of n(l) on nz are of the form 
w = (kx $- wy, (kxm + WY”) t, (k -2 w) t, k + w) 
for k, w in K such that k -/- zc ;ti: 0. Now it is clear that the point W is in I if 
and only if the elements k(k + w)-’ and zu(k + w)-1 are both in L. Set 
k(,‘z + 70))~ == cx EL. Then w(k + w))l --- 1 - a. Therefore, 
mnr--((axt(l--)y,(~~-t(l -(x)y)lt,t,l)} for all a: EL. 
Thus for x + 3’ we have i TYZ n I I -= 1 L : . We conclude that m contains 
exactly 1 L j points of I. 
Now assume 0 is not the identity. Thus the fixed field L of (T is a proper 
subfield of K so that /I, 1 ~_ y. Now 1 L 1 = q if and only if U(X) = x”. By 
assumption 0 is not the identity nor the map x --) .x*. Therefore ’ L 1 < q. 
Notation. Let X be a partial spread of 2’ containing the line 1 of the 
indicator plane ~(1) (see 2). Let I be the corresponding partial indicator set 
(2.3). Then we shall say that I Indicates X - 1 (or X) and that X - 1 (OY X) 
is indicated by I. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let c’ be a spread of Z = PG(3, q) which contains the line 
1 7 ((I, 0, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0, 0)). Assume that U contains a vegulus R of 2‘. Then 
there are exactly three possibilities as follows : 
(I) R contains 1 and R - 1 sections the indicator plane v(l) in u set of 
esactly q afine collinear points. 
(2) R does not contain 1 and R sections the indicator plane v(l) in a set of 
exactly q + 1 a&&e collinear points. 
(3) R does not contain 1 and R sections ST(L) in a set S of exactly y -+ I 
afine points no three of which are collinear. In this case the points of S are con- 
tained in a nondegenerate conic C. 
Proof. We have ZC .Z’*, where .Z ; PG(3, q) and Z:* = PG(3, q2). Let 
u, ZI, w be three distinct lines of R’, the opposite regulus of R. Then the set of 
all lines in 2” which meet each of the three lines U, ZI, w form a regulus R* of 
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,X* containing the lines of the regulus R of z. Let (R*)’ denote the opposite 
regulus of R*. Now R* U (R*)’ meets r(Z) either in 
a air o mes, one being a line x of R*, the other being a line y of 
(R*)‘a) ’ . fl’ , or 
(b) a nondegenerate conic C (see Coxeter [6, p. 2601 or Veblen and 
Young [17, p. 3001). 
Assume case (a) occurs. Through each point of y other than x n y there 
passes a line of R* which does not lie in r(Z). Now either x is a line of 2 or x 
is a line of z* - z. If x is a line of C it follows that x = I (since a(Z) is a plane 
of z* - C) and possibility (1) of the lemma holds. 
Assume that x is in E* - z. Since r(Z) contains no lines of R* besides x, 
it follows that v(Z) contains no line of R since R C z. Thus R meets r(Z) 
in a set T of q + 1 points all lying on y. Let x meet 2 in P. If P were in the set 
T we would have a line r of R through P. Also Z passes through P. Since r 
is not a line of n(Z) we have Z # r. Since r E z and Z E 2 we have P E 2. Recall 
that U is a spread of Z: containing R and 1. Thus through the point P of z 
there are two distinct lines of Z-J, namely, r and 1. This is a contradiction. It 
follows that P $ T. Therefore R sections r(Z) in a set of r~ + 1 afine collinear 
points of r(Z) and case (2) obtains. 
Finally, assume case (b). Then the regulus R sections n(Z) in a set H of 
q + 1 points contained in the conic C of case (b). An argument similar to 
the above will then show that the points of H are actually u@ne points of r(Z) 
(that is, none of them lie on 1) and case (3) of the lemma holds. These are all 
the possibilities. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let K = GF(q2) where q is an odd prime power. Let f be 
the transversal function on K given by f(x) = xOt where CJ is an automorphism 
of K and t is any nonsquare in K. Assume that a is neither the identity rwr the 
map x + z+‘. Let I be the indicator set obtained from f and let U = U(I) be the 
spread of z containing Z which is indicated by I. Then the spread U contains no 
regulus. In particular, U is not subregular. 
Proof. By way of contradiction assume that U = U(I) contains a regulus 
R of 2, so that R C U. Using the previous Lemma 3.3, we examine the three 
possibilities there. If case (1) occurs then I must contain a set of q collinear 
points and if case (2) occurs I contains a set of q + 1 collinear points. By 3.2 
no line of z(Z) contains more than 1 L 1 points of I, and again by 3.2 (using the 
restrictions on u) we have / L / < q. Thus cases (1) and (2) cannot occur. 
Assume case (3) occurs, that is, I contains a set of q + 1 points which are 
contained in a nondegenerate conic C. 
We show that this is impossible, as follows. Recall that I consists of all 
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points with homogeneous coordinates of the form (x, ~“t, t, 1) for x in K. Also 
q) 7 <(e, , e, , te, f e,) /, where z-(l) is the indicator plane and e, , e, , e,, , e3 
arc a basis for Zand 2”. Let e,* -:- e, , e,” ~~~ er , e,,* ~: te, t e, _ Then the 
vectors e,“, e3*, e3* span the indicator plane r(Z). Relative to this new basis, 
each point P of 1 has homogeneous coordinates of the form 
(x, J’, 2) = (x, XV, I). 
Now the equation of the conic C must be of the form 
C : ax2 + 2hxy f- by’ + 2gx.z + 2fp -t cz2 == 0, 
with all coefficients being element of K. The indicator set 1 must contain 
4 + 1 distinct points of C. From the above then it follows that for at least 
p + 1 distinct values of x we have 
ax2 + 2h,x*t + b(.x”t)2 + 2gx + 2f x”t + c = 0. (4 
Let q =: pS, and let x0 = 3~1’~. It follows that (A) is a polynomial equation in 
.X of degree 2~‘. Now as in (3.2) a polynomial of degree n over a field k’ has at 
most n distinct roots in k’. Also, by hypothesis, Y f s. Firstly assume Y < s, 
so that Y + 1 < s. Then, sincep is odd, we get 2~’ < prll < p’ = q < q -I- I. 
Thus we have a contradiction unless Y 1 s. 
In this case let p : 0-m t the inverse automorphism of G. Then p(O) = 0, 
and p(2) -z p( 1 -f- 1) 2 since p(l) p-= I. Operating with p on both sides of 
the Eq. (A) it follows that for q + I distinct values of x we have 
a”(2)” + ~/Ps”.w + b”(xt,)z + 2g%” + 2f3~ + c” = 0. (B) 
xow p :: x.1 2s-7 _ $‘f where u < s. Then (B) is a polynomial of degree 2~“. 
Since u < s we get u -;- 1 ::I s. Thus 2p” <p” r1 < $9 = q (c q + I, and 
again we have a contradiction. 
We conclude that U does not contain a regulus R, and so, in particular, U is 
not subregular. 
Cofzment. Concerning the restriction on 0 in 3.4 we refer to Section 4. 
4. SOME SEMIFIELDS OF KNUTH 
We discuss here how the transversal functionsfof 3.1 gives rise to examples 
of some semifields of Knuth [II] (see also Johnson [lo]). 
VVe use the notation of Section 2. Recall that F C K where F .= GF(q) and 
K = GF(q2). K may be simultaneously regarded as a two-dimensional vector 
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space I’ over F. Let f be a transversal function on K as we have defined it in 
Section 2. It was shown that f is a permutation function on I’ such that 
for two vectors c, d in I’ with c # d the vectors f(c) -f(d) and c - d are 
independent. This is precisely the definition of a transversal function as 
given in Ostrom [13, p. 6031, and we may apply the results on transversal 
functions proved there. 
Using 2.7 the transversal function f yields an indicator set I and so a 
transversal T of the net N(Z) (which is the net N in the notation of Ostrom 
[13]) by 2.5. Using Theorem 2 and the corollary on p. 612 of [13] it follows 
that there is a dual translation plane n which contains the net N(Z) and has T 
for one of its lines. Thus when the plane r is coordinatized in the style of 
Hall [8, p. 3531 we obtain a ternary ring which is actually a left quasifield 
(S, + , 0) with a binary operation, +, of addition and a binary operation 0 
of multiplication. In fact, using the ideas in Bjork [l, pp. 28, 291 we may 
describe one such system (S, +, 0) as follows (see also Ostrom [14, p. 31). 
Elements of S. Elements of V. 
Addition + in S. Addition in V. 
Multiplication 0 in S. Assume as in Bjork [l, p. 261 that f (0) = 0 and 
f (1) = t. Then, using the properties off, the elements 1, t are independent 
over F. Every element y of V (that is, K) can then be written as y = ta + /3 
for suitable 01, fi in F. For x in V we define 
Now, in particular, the procedure above can be applied to obtain a left 
quasi field from the transversal function f of 3.1. (Since f (x) = x”t we have 
f(0) = Oandf(1) = t.)Usingth e notation above, we obtain (by a roundabout, 
but hopefully illuminating, route) a quasifield (Q, +, 0) as follows. 
Elements of Q. Elements of K. 
Addition + in Q. Addition + in K. 
Multiplication 0 in Q. Define x 0 (ta + p) = x”ta + x/I. 
In the above we easily obtain that (x + y) 0 z = x 0 z + y 0 z for 
all x, y, z in Q. It follows that Q is actually a semijeld. Also NR = NM = F, 
where NR , NM denote, respectively, the right and middle nuclei of Q, so that 
Q is of type II in Knuth [ll, Section 7.41. It will be observed that (Q, +, 0) 
is a field when and only when CJ is the identity or the mapping x ---f x* (see 3.4). 
In both of these cases the corresponding spread (see 2.4, 2.7, 5.1) is regular 
(and so certainly contains a regulus!). 
We discuss some more connections with Ostrom [13]. Let us use the 
notation of Section 2. Suppose f is a transversal function. Then f yields an 
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indicator set by 2.7 and, by 2.5, a transversal T of the net N(Z). Each point 
of T is an afine point in the indicator plane x(l), and has homogeneous 
coordinates (x,~(x), t, 1). Let x = ta + /3 and f(,~) = ty + 6 for t in K - F 
and OL, 8, y, 6 in F. Then with P we associate the unique line lP of Z passing 
through P. By 2.1, ZP = ((01, y, 1, 0), (p, 6, 0, I)). We may represent lP by 
the matrix 
, = %Y,l,O P i ! P, 6, 0, 1 . 
Similarly 
l=o ( 1 0 10 0 0 ’ 1 
Letting P vary over I we obtaid a spread S of V,(q) (or PG(3, q)) containing 1. 
However let us now obtain a d#eerent spread 5” from the same indicator set 
using Ostrom’s method [13, p. 6071. We associate with P the line 
So we can represent &’ by the matrix 
Letting P vary over T we obtain a spread S’ (Ostrom [13, p. 6081) containing 
W = ((1, 0, O,O), (0, 1, 0, 0)) (see Ostrom [13, p. 6071). IV is given by 
w=l O O O 
i 0 i 10 0’
A study of the two different methods for obtaining a spread (S or S’) from a 
given indicator set thus yields the following dividend. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose I is an indicator set in the indicator plane r(Z). Let I 
consist of points P, which have homogeneous coordinates given by 
pi = (f% + Pi 9 vi + si , t, 11, 
where ai , ,Bi , yi , Si are in F (and t is in K - F) for 1 < i < q2. Then the set I’ 
consisting of all points Qi with homogeneous coordinates of the form 
Qi = (tyi + ai 2 tsi + Pi > t, 1) 
also forms an indicator set. 
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With reference to 4.1 we make some additional remarks which are relevant 
at this point. As described above, we may obtain spreads S, s’ from a given 
indicator set. It can be shown that the spread S is related to the spread S’ 
by a correlation of Z = PG(3, q). Al so, in general (see Section 5) r(S) is not 
isomorphic to r(S) where z(S), m(S’) denote the translation planes obtained 
from S, S’, respectively, by using the Andre construction as described in 
Ostrom [14, p. 81. However, in certain cases it follows that, modulo the group 
of dilatations, the autotopism groups of Q, Q’ are isomorphic. Here Q, Q’ 
are (right) quasifields coordinatizing r(S), r(S), respectively. As an example 
of this the author has obtained information on the previously unknown 
autotopism groups of the semifields of type IV in Knuth [l 1, Section 7.41 
by showing that (modulo the dilations, as above) they are isomorphic to the 
previously discussed autotopism groups of type II in Knuth ibid (see also 
Dembowski [7, p. 2421). These results are discussed in the next section. 
5. APPENDIX 
I want to sketch here a few results related to previous sections. Most of the 
details are contained in my thesis (referred to henceforth as T) and hopefully 
will appear in a forthcoming paper. 
A. The Spreads S, S 
Wherever possible, previous notation is adhered to. First I want to clarify 
the relationship between our “indicator spread” S and Ostrom’s “transversal 
spread” S’. The term “spread” will simultaneously refer to a spread of 
PG(3, q) and to a collection of 2-dimensional subspaces (of the associated 
vector space I/ = V,(q)) having only the null vector of V in common. The 
elements (lines or subspaces) of a spread are called the components of that 
spread. 
Let the three skew lines a, b, c of Z be given by a = {e, , e,}, b = {ea , e4}, 
c = {e, -1 e3 , e2 + e4}. Then a, 6, c determine a regulus R(a, b, c) of Z. 
The points of R are the points of a doubly ruled quadric H = H(R). H 
determines a polarity y of Z mapping points to planes, planes to points, lines 
to lines and preserving incidence. Each point of H is mapped onto its tangent 
plane and each line of R is fixed [see 21. Algebraically, by studying its equa- 
tion, we see that H gives rise to a matrix 
0 0 01 
A= i 0 0 0 -1 -1 0 1 0 0 1 0 00 
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such that the following holds. Let P be a point of 2‘ with homogeneous 
coordinates u = (z+ , 2~~) ~a, uJ. Then, under y, P is mapped into its polar 
plane v where n consists of all points v (cl , a2 , ‘L;:~ , z,J of L’ such that 
uL4vt = 0 (here v’ denotes the transpose of v). Now recall that both S and S’ 
contain a component II’ given in matrix form (Section 4) b!- 
i 
1000 
IV --z o 1 o 
1 
o . 
For any 2 x 2 matrix S = (x,~) we can define a line L(S) of 2‘ given in 
matrix form bv 
Then every line of Z skew to II. has the form L(.Y) for a unique matrix -I-, 
and conversely. As in Bruck [2, p. 4951 ‘t I can be verified that L(X) y the 
image of L(X) under y, is L(,Y*), whcrc ,Y* is the 2 ‘_ 3 matrix given by 
-‘\I” xzz 
c 
X2” - XIP 
- XXI %1 1. 
Also, W is fixed under y. I,et T be the collineation of Z induced by the follow- 
ing linear transformation of 1.. 
“I- - e, 
e, - e, 
e, + - e:, 
e4 - e4. 
Denote b!- p = ~7’ the correlation of Z obtained by applying y followed by 7’. 
Then W is fixed under p. TT:e are using homogeneous coordinates; so, in the 
notation of Section 4, we obtain 1,~ --= I,‘. In fact, Sf _= S’. 
B. Quasi$elds and the .4ndve Correspondence 
In what follows, multiplication in the field k7 ~ GF(qz) is denoted simply 63 
juxtaposition. Recall that in any quasifield (0, +, .) the right distributive 
law holds, that is, (a + 6) r =m a r + h r for all a, b, c in Q. By reversing 
multiplication in Q we obtain a dual quasifield Q* ~~ (Q, +, *) in which the 
left distributive law holds, since 
c i (a -+- 6) = (a -i b) . c = a . c + b . c -: c * a j- c x b 
In general, the right distributive law will not hold in dual quasifields. Any 
dual quasifield L vields a translation plane ~(1,) provided we ohev the con- 
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vention (and in this section we do) that slopes of lines 0~1x7 on the left (in 
other words, a line of rr(L) through the origin with slope m has equation 
y = mx). Let f be a transversal function on K = GF(p2) with f(0) = 0, 
f(1) = t and t E K - F. By 2.7, f y ie Id s an indicator set I. Also, by Bjork’s 
procedure, f gives rise to a dual quasifield (Q, +, .). By 2.4, I yields a spread 
S of Z. The translation plane n(Q) ( see above) gives a spread U of .Z. How 
are S and U related ? The answer is: By a correlation of Z! We prove this. 
Let m E K, m = tm, + ma with m, , m2 in F and t a fixed element in K - F. 
The point P = (m, f (m), t, 1) is in I. Let f (m) = tm,’ + m2’ with m,‘, m2’ in F. 
By 2.1 the line ZP(= N) of S passing through P is given in matrix form by 
N= ;:; 
( 
ml’, 1, 0 
m2’, 0, i 1 . 
All lines of S are of this form apart from 
We proceed to describe the spread U. Any affine point of n(Q) has coordinates 
(x, y) = (ta + /3, ty + 6) with X, y in Q, t a fixed element in Q -F, and 
01, /3, y, 8 in F. With this point we associate the vector (01, /3, y, 8) of V = V,(q). 
We then have a bijection g between the affine points of n = T(Q) and the 
vectors in I’. Under g, the affine points of a line through the origin of n map 
into a 2-dimensional subspace of V’ (using the fact that Q is a dual quasifield). 
In this way the lines through the origin of n yield a spread U of 2. The 
x-axis of n yields the component W above. 
We seek the component M of U obtained from the line y = mx. M is 
spanned by the vectors corresponding to (1, m) and (t, m . t). By construction, 
m . t = f (m). Thus in matrix form 
Let Tr be the collineation of Zgiven by T,(e,) = e, , T,(e,) = e3 , T,(e,) = e, , 
Tl(e4) = e2 . Let p be the correlation used in part A above. Let T, be the 
collineation of .Z obtained by fixing both e, and e2 and interchanging ea , e4 . 
Set $ = TlpT2 . Then certainly 4 is a correlation of Z. Clearly M+ = N. 
Furthermore, U+ = S, and the proof is complete. 
C. Deriving a Plane and Reversing a Regulus 
Let Y be a spread of ,Z = PG(3,q) and let n be the translation plane of 
order q2 obtained from Y. Suppose Y contains a regulus R. We may replace R 
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by its opposite regulus K’ to get a new spread Y’ and a new translation plane 
n’ from Y’. Xow R(F) has 4 + I lines. Thus x’ is obtained from v by replac- 
ing a net of degree 4 + I. This immediately implies that n is derivable and 
that r’ is obtained from rr by derivation [15, p, 13821. However, we cannot 
reverse our steps in the above, although this appears to be asserted in [3]. 
That is, we show the existence of a derivable translation plane r of order q2 
which is obtained from a spread L7 of PG(3, q) such that U contains no regu- 
lus. Letf(x) = .~f be the transversal function used in 3.4, where we assume 
that o is neither the identity nor the map x - XV. Then f yields an indicator 
set I and a spread S containing no regulus. As in Section 4, f yields also a 
dual quasifield Q which coordinatizes a translation plane r(Q). This plane 
yields a spread C- of 2. We have just shown that S is related to C by a corrc- 
lation d, of Z. A correlation preserves reguli. Thus CT contains no reguli. 
However, Z-(Q) (= n( I!)) is derivable! This follows, using the structure of 
(Q, +, .), from Theorem 9, part 2 in [16] with the appropriate notational 
interpretation (caution: the slopes occur on the right in [16]). The key fact is 
that 01 x == 01s if .r: is in F, so that F is, in Ostrom’s notation, a subsystem 
of Q. For emphasis we summarize in this statement. 
THEOREM 5. I Let F C K where F = G&‘(q), K = GF(q”), q an odd prime 
power. Let u by any automorphism of K dz$terent from the identity and the map 
s - .xq. De$ne a semifield (Q, I-, -) as follows : 
Elements of Q: elements of K. 
Agddition + in Q: addition T in A-. 
IUultiplication in Q: For fixed t in K - F any element y of K can be 
written in the form y ~= ta: -i- /3 with OL, p in F. Then we define ‘2: . y = x%x -C x$ 
where juxtaposition means multiplication in K. 
Let n(Q) be the translation plane obtained from (Q, +, .) with the slopes on the 
left. Then, 
(i) r(Q) is represented as a spread II of PG(3, q); 
(ii) L: contains no regulus; 
(iii) n(Q) is derivable. 
Comment. The following can be shown. Let Q be a dual quasifield of order 
pz, with p an odd prime, and let n(Q) be the translation plane obtained from Q 
(slopes on the left as above). Let U be the spread of Z corresponding to n(Q). 
Now, suppose n(Q) is derivable with derivation set D. Then the p + I affine 
lines joining the origin of n(Q) to the points of D yield a regulus of U. The 
proof follows from a recent paper of the author entitled “Unimbeddable nets 
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of small deficiency.” Th ere are 2 key facts used. One is that if a plane m’ 
is obtained by deriving a translation plane r then n’ is also a translation plane. 
The second is that any set of vectors in V = V,(p) which is closed under 
addition in I’ must be a subspace of V. 
D. The Planes n(S), n(S’) 
Let S be the “indicator spread” and let S’ be the “transversal spread” 
obtained from a given indicator set I (see A. above). It was shown that S is 
related to S’ by a correlation of Z. Here I merely want to describe how the 
corresponding translation planes T(S), a(S’) are, in general, nonisomorphic. 
For example, let Q be a dual quasifield of Knuth type II [I I] and let the 
translation plane m(Q) yield the spread S of Z. Let p be the correlation of Z 
used in part A, and let S’ = Sp be the image of S under p. Then it can be 
shown that S’ is the spread obtained from v(Q) where Q’ is a Knuth type IV 
semifield (so that r(S’) = +Q’)). If n(Q) were isomorphic to r(Q’) then the 
corresponding nuclei of Q, Q’ would have to be isomorphic. But this is not the 
case. 
E. Semifield Planes and Spreads 
In Theorem 5.1 we exhibited a semifield Q of order q2 such that the spread 
S of 2 obtained from z(Q) contained no regulus (as usual we think of Q as a 
dual quasifield, and put slopes on the left to obtain the translation plane 
r(Q)). However, this lack of reguli is not characteristic of all semifields. For 
example, the field K is a semifield of order q2 yet m(K) yields a spread S of Z 
containing several reguli (since S is regular). However, it is also possible to 
construct proper semifields Q such that the corresponding spread S of Z 
does contain reguli, although S will certainly not be regular in this case. We 
proceed to describe an example discussed in [T, Section 3.91, where we again 
make use of Knuth’s work. Let F C K where F = GF(3*) and K = F( dj) 
where g is some nonsquare in F. If we reverse the multiplication in the Knuth 
system described in [7, p. 2411 transversal function f on K is suggested as 
follows. Let x be in K with x = tol + /3 with t a fixed element in K -F and 
LX, B in F. Then we define f (x) = t/3 + a”g. A s usual, f yields an indicator set I 
and a spread S. It can be shown that S contains exactly 9 reguli any two of 
which have the line 1 and only the line 1 in common, where 
1 = ((LO, 0, O), (0, 1, 0, 0)). 
Also f yields a dual quasifield Q (which is also a semifield), a translation plane 
n(Q) and a spread U. Now from B above U and S are related by a correlation. 
It follows then that U contains reguli, actually 9 of them. The main idea in 
showing that S has 9 reguli is this. Suppose a, b, c are 3 distinct skew lines 
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of 2‘ which meet the indicator plane r(l) in 3 points =1, B, C collinear on a 
line m. Then R(u, b, c) the unique regulus of 2 containing a, b, c meets r(l) 
in the points of H(;2, E, C) the unique chain or projective sublinc of nz 
determined by J, B, C. Using this Bruck is able to show an isomorphism 
in [2] between a regular spread, with its lines and reguli, and the inversive 
plane IP(cj) with its points and circles (chains) -see also [‘l’, Section 3.41. M’c 
can also use the connection between rcguli and chains to sketch another result. 
(Jonsider the indicator- functionfgivrn hyf(x) Y multiplication in K).‘I’hen t ( 
f yields an indicatc;r set I and a spread S. From the above, S is regular. Xow f 
yields a dual quasifield, namely, K. Also V(K) the Desarguesian plane over K 
yields a spread Z_: which is related to S by a correlation # = 5, l (see H) of 2. 
Thus L’ is regular also, and we have shown that Iksavguesian planes yield 
reguluv spreads. The converse is also true. 
Corwment o~z Put c’. In connection with 5.1 it may still bc argued that, 
given a spread S, the writers in [3] arc referring to a plane rg obtained from S 
hy Hose’s construction rather than the plant ~(0) obtained from S by Andre’s 
construction [l4, p. 81. However, it is wellknown (folklore) that the planes 
obtained from the 2 constructions are in fact isomorphic. Let us sketch a proof 
for the 3-dimensional case which is essentially due to D. A. Foulser. Suppose 
&S, is a spread of I’ :~ I;(q). Thus Sl is a set of 4” + I 2-dimensional subspaces 
of I; any two of which have only the origin in common. We can think of I- 
as a 4-dimensional affine geometry D. Now D can be embedded in a il-dimen- 
sional space .Z? by adjoining a “3-space at infinity” z’ to 8. Each l-dimen- 
sional subspace of I,- gives a point of L‘, and the lines of 2 arc precisely the 
2-dimensional subspaces of t.. In particular, a component of S, (OI- its trans- 
lates in T7) corl-esponds to a line of 2’. In this way the spread S, yields a spread 
S, of Z. In other words, we can identify the “projective spread” S, of z’with 
the “afline spread” S, of b’. Now WC can describe the plane rn obtained from 
S, by Bose’s construction. The points of 7~~ arc the points of 2“ ~-- z’, 
that is, the points of Q (or the vectors in V). The lines of T,~ are then the 
components of the affinc spread S, and their translates in P’. But this is 
precisely the plant 7~~~ obtained from S, by Andre’s construction as described 
in Ostrom [14, p. 81. 
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